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Abstract
Background: Postoperative pulmonary complications remain the most significant cause of morbidity following
open upper abdominal surgery despite advances in perioperative care. However, due to the poor quality primary
research uncertainty surrounding the value of prophylactic physiotherapy intervention in the management of
patients following abdominal surgery persists. The Delphi process has been proposed as a pragmatic methodology
to guide clinical practice when evidence is equivocal.
Methods: The objective was to develop a clinical management algorithm for the post operative management of
abdominal surgery patients. Eleven draft algorithm statements extracted from the extant literature by the primary
research team were verified and rated by scientist clinicians (n = 5) in an electronic three round Delphi process.
Algorithm statements which reached a priori defined consensus-semi-interquartile range (SIQR) < 0.5-were collated
into the algorithm.
Results: The five panelists allocated to the abdominal surgery Delphi panel were from Australia, Canada, Sweden,
and South Africa. The 11 draft algorithm statements were edited and 5 additional statements were formulated. The
panel reached consensus on the rating of all statements. Four statements were rated essential.
Conclusion: An expert Delphi panel interpreted the equivocal evidence for the physiotherapeutic management of
patients following upper abdominal surgery. Through a process of consensus a clinical management algorithm was
formulated. This algorithm can now be used by clinicians to guide clinical practice in this population.

Background
Postoperative pulmonary complications (PPC) remain
the most significant cause of morbidity following open
upper abdominal surgery (UAS)[1], despite advances in
peri-operative care [2]. PPC’s have been defined as “an
identifiable disease or dysfunction that is clinically relevant and adversely affects the clinical course”[3]. This
umbrella-term includes pneumonia, atelectasis, respiratory failure, bronchospasm and acute exacerbation of
COPD [1]. Studies evaluating PPC as outcome do not
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always specify the specific disease and the criteria used
for diagnosis are not consistent [1].
Pre- and postoperative physiotherapeutic treatment
forms part of the overall care of major surgical patients to
reduce the incidence of PPC [4]. In order to formulate
best practice recommendations for the physiotherapeutic
management of this population we developed a search
strategy to identify empiric evidence published in the last
10 years. Through a systematic search of six databases we
identified seven primary research reports [5-11] and six
systematic reviews [12-18]. All the primary research
reports were included in the reviews. These reports
focused on the role of specific physiotherapy techniques
used in the postoperative period. This includes the
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comparative effectiveness of different treatment modalities
including ambulation, incentive spirometry, continuous
positive airway pressure (CPAP), positive expiratory pressure (PEP) and conventional physiotherapy including deep
breathing exercises [5-11]. The methodological quality of
the systematic reviews was acceptable scoring at least 8/10
on The Assessment of Multiple Systematic Reviews Tool
(AMSTAR). However the reviews were inconclusive. All
reviewers commented on the poor quality of the primary
research. This included ill defined outcomes [12,15]; heterogeneity of populations and interventions [15]; and the
majority of papers not being powered to produce a valid
result [12]. Despite the published reports, uncertainties
remain. These uncertainties are twofold: Firstly, is the routine application of physiotherapy intervention to all
patients following UAS more effective than no intervention in preventing PPC’s? Secondly, which physiotherapeutic management options are the most effective in
preventing PPC’s?
This uncertainty leaves clinicians working in this clinical area partly dependant on their own clinical experience when making decisions regarding individual patient
management [19], thus resulting in variation in clinical
practice. Variation in clinical practice in turn affects
patient outcome and has therefore been one of the driving forces behind the development of evidence based
practice. Clinical decisions about patient management
incorporate a range of factors, although a necessary element should be the best evidence available, albeit limited.
Practical approaches are thus required to assist clinicians
in making the optimal management decisions. In recent
years, Delphi expert panels have frequently been used in
a range of medical fields to assist in the development of
evidence based recommendations when only limited or
equivocal evidence is available [20-22].
The prophylactic use of physiotherapy to prevent pulmonary complications following abdominal surgery was
instituted at the beginning of the 20th century and as such
is regarded as a standard of care [4,12]. To justify the routine use of prophylactic physiotherapy after abdominal
surgery, we need to be confident of efficacy and the minimal likelihood of harm. The flip side also holds true. Terminating this practice needs to be based on credible and
generalisable reports of lack of benefit or increased likelihood of harm. Due to the poor quality of primary research
reports systematic reviews have been unable to synthesize
evidence, resulting in uncertainty. In order to bridge the
gap between evidence and clinical practice, the aim of this
paper is to develop an evidence based clinical management
algorithm for the management of patients following
abdominal surgery through a Delphi process of consensus.
This work represents a section of a larger study involving the role of physiotherapy in Intensive Care Units
(ICU). A comprehensive evidence-based physiotherapeutic
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framework for the management of adult patients, admitted
to a surgical ICU, was developed. A Delphi panel of
twenty-seven identified research clinicians in the area was
convened to validate the framework. Experts were divided
into sub-groups on the basis of their publication record
and were only required to comment on specific algorithms. This paper reports on the process followed by the
abdominal surgery sub-group.

Methods
Ethical approval was provided by the ethics committee of
Stellenbosch University and all participants provided
informed consent. Study Structure: A three round Delphi
process was used to develop the clinical management algorithm. Selection of Delphi panelists: Authors of peerreviewed publications relating to the prevention of
pulmonary complications following abdominal surgery,
indexed in Medline, CINAHL, Web of Science, PEDro,
Science Direct, Cochrane or TRIP or published in the SAJP
or SAJCC were eligible to participate. Researchers were
excluded if they were not electronically contactable, or
declined the invitation (Figure 1).
Instrumentation

An interactive website (http://www0.sun.ac.za/Physiotherapy_ICU_algorithm) linked to a password- protected database was developed to distribute information and collate
responses from the Delphi panel. The website contained
the original papers, the evidence synthesis reports (data
extraction and quality assessment reports of systematic
reviews), draft best practice recommendations and draft
algorithm statements. The process described by Lobach
and Kerner [23] was used to convert recommendations
into algorithm statements. SH and QL developed the draft
algorithm statements through deliberation and discussion
of the information obtained during the data extraction
process. Eleven draft algorithm statements were formulated. These statements were grouped into four categories.
Category A included statements related to the coughing
procedure; Category B, criteria for mobilization; Category
C, breathing techniques; and Category D, mobilization
options (Table 1).
The functionality of the database changed in relation
to the specific round of the three round Delphi process
(Figure 2).
Delphi study procedure

Each Delphi round lasted two weeks. During this time
panelists had unlimited access to the database and an
opportunity to add anonymous free text comments. Following each round, a summary of responses not registered
on the database was communicated electronically to individual panelists by the chief investigator (SH) to provide
an opportunity to complete responses. This individual
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Population of researchers publishing in eight topic
areas and academics in field of critical care n=90
Invited to participate in Delphi panel based on
publication record in indexed journals n=42
National n=15
International n=27
Accepted invitation n= 27
National n=12
International n=15
Panelists sub grouped

No response n=11
National n=2
International n=9

PULMONARY
DYSFUNCTION n=7
International n=6
National n=1

REHABILITATION n=7
International n=5
National n=2

ACUTE LUNG INJURY n=5
International n=1
National n=4

Declined n=4
National n=1
International n=3
(Reasons: No longer working in area n=2 ;No time
available n=1, Maternity Leave n=1)

ABDOMINAL
SURGERY n=5
International n=3
National n=2

THORACIC INJURIES
n=4
International n=0
National n=4

Figure 1 Delphi panel allocation.

communication was concerned with logistical issues and
not related to content.
Data Analysis

The median (semi-interquartile range, SIQR) was calculated for each algorithm statement. Consensus for algorithm statements was defined a priori as a SIQR < 0.5.
Formulation of the final algorithm (Figure 3)

All statements which reached consensus were collated
into a clinical algorithm using descriptors based on the
median rating (http://www0.sun.ac.za/Physiotherapy_
ICU_algorithm).

Results
The five panelists allocated to the abdominal surgery
panel were from Australia, Canada, Sweden and South
Africa and included four physiotherapists and a trauma
surgeon. The draft statements were edited and five additional statements were formulated (Table 1).
In Category A: the panel agreed after the second
round that it is essential to position the patient in a
stable, supported upright sitting position and teach the
patient to huff/cough with wound support as soon as
possible following surgery. The panel agreed on the rating of all the statements in this category (4/4) after the
third round.
The importance of coughing is supported by strong
evidence from the systematic reviews [12,16]. However
the panel went further and decided it would be essential
also to include management strategies to ensure effective
secretion removal. These strategies are based on the collective clinical experience of this group. It includes positioning the patient out of bed and using interventions
such as deep breathing, positive expiratory pressure
(PEP), high-pressure PEP and CPAP in combination with

forced expiration technique (or adjusted autogenic drainage). If these approaches failed, the inclusion of suctioning was rated as very important.
In Category B: two additional statements were formulated, and the structure of two statements was edited
based on feedback from the panel. The structural editions
of statements were related to being less prescriptive for
example “Initiate mobilization when patient is presenting
stable blood pressure and heart rate with less than 8/10
rating on pain scale at rest” was changed to “Perform a
clinical evaluation of pain level”. The panel agreed that
prophylactic physiotherapy intervention following
abdominal surgery was essential, but that the choice of
intervention could either be mobilization or breathing
exercises, but does not need to include both options.
The Delphi panel agreed that early directed mobilization was the first management option to consider. This
choice is supported by the literature [16] and in line with
the accepted physiological benefit of being up and mobile
[24,25]. The panel chose to rate both the intensity and
frequency of a mobilization protocol as essential to the
effectiveness of a management algorithm. This is an
interesting result, since few studies have been undertaken
that examine the effectiveness of mobilization as a therapeutic option for reducing PPC’s. Although one study
reported that time spent upright in patients after abdominal surgery was low at an average total of three minutes
on the first postoperative day [26]. It is possible that this
result and results from other patient populations may be
influencing this panel consensus. There is a growing
body of evidence that early mobility influences outcome
in general ICU [27-29] and randomized trials supporting
the role of mobilization after cardiac surgery [30].
Further research is needed to support the views of the
panel in relation to mobilization practices in an abdominal surgical population.
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Table 1 Verification and rating of algorithm statements
REVISED STEPS AFTER ROUND 1

n

RATING
ROUND 2
MEDIAN
(SIQR)

RATING
ROUND 3
MEDIAN
(SIQR)

2.0 (0.5)

1.0 (0.0)

COUGHING AND PROCEDURE ADOPTED TO FACILITATE COUGHING
Teach pt to huff/cough with wound support

If unsuccessful: suction patient through mouth piece

1. Teach patient to huff/cough with wound support. Use 5
following strategies to facilitate procedure: deep
breathing, PEP, high-pressure PEP and CPAP in
combination with FET (or adjusted autogenic drainage).
2. If all else fails include suctioning as a possible
management strategy for removing secretions

5

2.0 (0.5)

2.0 (0.0)

3. Use nebulization as a management option for the
removal of secretions

5

3.0 (0.5)

3.0 (0.0)

4. Position the patient in a stable, supported upright
sitting position with a goal of positioning the patient
out of bed to facilitate removal of secretions
CRITERIA FOR MOBILIZATION

5

1.0 (0.0)

1.0 (0.0)

5

3.0 (0.0)

3.0 (0.0)

6. At rest dyspnoea does not exceed 1 on MBS.
5
7. Ensure sufficient pulmonary reserve (Oxygenation level 5
PaO2:FiO2 > 40 kPa/300 mmHg) before initiating
mobilization.
8. Motor block assessment in patients receiving epidural 5
analgesia
BREATHING TECHNIQUES

3.0 (0.5)
2.0 (1.5)

3.0 (0.0)
2.0 (0.0)

2.0 (0.5)

2.0 (0.0)

Position pt in high sitting over the side of the bed

At rest pt is presenting stable blood pressure and heart
rate with less than 8/10 rating on pain scale

5. Perform a clinical evaluation of pain level

At rest pt is presenting with no dyspnoea

Position pt in high sitting over the side of the bed/
Long sitting in bed

Use any of the following techniques based on pt
performance: PEP mask; IPPB; PEEP Bottle; IS

Incorporated into steps 4 and 16
9. Prescribe frequent breathing exercises-the goal is at
least five maximum breaths every waking hour.

4

1.0 (0.25)

1.0 (0.0)

10. Present breathing technique choice in the following
hierarchy: DBE’s followed by PEP mask or bottle; then IS
and IPPB as the least likely choice.

4

2.0 (1.0)

2.0 (0.13)

11. Deep breathing exercises (pursed lips breathing;
inspiratory hold) are the first choice of breathing
exercises with PaO2:FiO2 > 300 mmHg.
12. In the presence of persistent post operative
hypoxaemia (PaO2:FiO2 < 300 mmHg) initiate CPAP.

4

2.0 (0.88)

2.0 (0.0)

4

2.0 (0.63)

2.0 (0.0)

5

1.0 (1.0)

1.0 (0.0)

5

4.0 (0.5)

4.0 (0.0)

15. An intensive mobilization protocol that includes
5
walking and stair climbing should be performed at least
once daily with the goal of three times per day.

1.0 (0.5)

1.0 (0.0)

1.0 (0.5)

1.0(0.0)

MOBILIZATION
Pt must reach at least one of these goals with each
treatment session: Sit out of bed; Walk 5 m; 15 m; 30
m with assistance; Walk 30 m without assistance.

13. Perform activities at dyspnoea intensity of 6 on the
MBS.

Progression based on walking intensity of 6/10 on Borg
Scale

Incorporated into step 13

Active dorsiflexion while in bed at least 20 times every
waking hour

14. Active dorsiflexion while in bed at least 20 times
every waking hour

Frequency: Days one and two (three times/day)

16. Have patient sitting out of bed for a minimum of
one hour twice daily AND walking at least 5 m as the
goal on the first post operative day

5

CPAP: Continuous positive airway pressure; DBE: Deep breathing exercises; FET: Forced expiratory technique; FiO2: Fraction of inspired oxygen; IPPB: Intermittent
positive pressure breathing; IS: Incentive spirometry; MBS: Modified Borg Scale; PEP: Positive expiratory pressure; pt: patient.

In Category C: three additional statements were formulated and the content and structure of the remaining
statement was edited. The statements that were added
were related to the frequency of breathing exercises and
the indication of which breathing techniques to include.

The structural change to the one statement was to
direct breathing exercise preference. The panel reached
consensus on the rating of all statements after the third
round. Prescribing frequent breathing exercises was the
only statement rated essential in this category. While
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ROUND 1
OBJECTIVE:
To verify the
statements
included into the
draft evidence
based clinical
management
algorithm

ROUND 2
OBJECTIVE:
To rate the
importance of
each algorithm
statement

ROUND 3
OBJECTIVE:
To reach
consensus on
the rating of the
statements
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The database displayed: The draft algorithm
statements

Panelists were instructed: To read the short
summary of the background reports; review each
statement in the draft algorithm; and either
AGREE/DISAGREE with existing statement .

AGREE: The database kept tally of percentage
agreement. Consensus was defined a priori as 75%
Agreement.
DISAGREE A text box opened and participants
were allowed to add free text comments,
suggesting alternatives and additions.

The database displayed: Statements that reached
consensus ; All alternatives / additions suggested
by panellists in round one
Panelists were instructed: to rate the importance
of each of the statements on a scale of 1-5

The database displayed: All statements; the
panelist’s individual rating in round two; and the
median rating of the group.
Retain original rating with motivation
Panelists were instructed: To reconsider their
rating based on the median rating of the group.
Changed rating: Consensus was defined a priori
as the median rating with a SIQR of less than 0.5.

Figure 2 Verification and rating of the algorithm statements. SIQR Semi inter quartile range.

the evidence suggests that there is no difference in the
effectiveness of the type of breathing exercises used to
prevent PPC’s in this population [12,16], the panel
agreed to include a hierarchy of breathing methods into
the algorithm. The GRADE system [31] whereby the
potential benefit (outcome) is weighed against the burden (financial and time related) of application and
potential harm was used as a basis for the hierarchy.
This hierarchy can be used as a guide by clinicians
when choosing a breathing exercise. Deep breathing
exercises (DBE)-using pursed lips breathing or inspiratory hold-was the first choice expressed through this
Delphi process [32,33]. This technique is not therapist
or device dependent and was therefore accepted as the
first choice.
The second choice agreed by the panel was positive
expiratory pressure (PEP) by mask or bottle. This method
is routinely used in the Nordic countries, and has been
evaluated in several settings [10,34]. While the PEP mask
is costly and not always available, the same effect can be
achieved with a blow-bottle technique and is thus
regarded as a cheaper alternative of the PEP mask. The
least likely choice is incentive spirometry (IS) [18]

followed by intermittent positive pressure breathing
(IPPB). Both these techniques are dependent on specialized equipment and therefore costly to the patient. Two
systematic reviews reported no added benefit to deep
breathing exercises [13,14,35]. In addition, IPPB would
be the last choice because abdominal distention has been
reported as potentially harmful and the technique is
therapist dependent [14,18].
Thirdly, the panel agreed that it is essential that the
breathing exercises which are prescribed should be performed frequently. This decision is based on the clinical
experience of this expert panel as no studies were identified through this process which could inform on the frequency of breathing exercises in this population. Studies
investigating other populations, as well as the short-lived
physiological effect of breathing exercises, could have
influenced this panel’s judgment [36].
Finally, based on the literature, this Delphi panel was in
accord that continuous positive airway pressure (CPAP)
was useful as an adjunct to deep breathing exercises and
as a preventative strategy in reducing complications [37].
In the presence of persistent hypoxaemia which is unresponsive to first line physiotherapy management, there is
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Patient admitted to unit after UAS

PaO2:FiO2 < 300kPa /
SpO2 <94% persists

Assist patient in clearing
secretions
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•Position the patient in a stable, supported upright
sitting position with a goal of positioning the patient
out of bed to facilitate removal of secretions
Teach patient to huff/cough with wound support.
Use following strategies to facilitate procedure: deep
breathing, PEP, high-pressure PEP and CPAP in
combination with FET (or adjusted autogenic
drainage)
Consider the use nebulization as a management
option for the removal of secretions if above
mentioned is not successful

Should evaluate pulmonary
reserve

If all else fails, should
include suctioning
as a possible
management
strategy for removing
secretions

•Should complete a motor block assessment in
patients receiving epidural analgesia;
PaO2:F1O2 > 300kPa /
SpO2>94%

Consider patient pain level based on clinical
evaluation of patient;
Consider the dyspnoea level at rest (should not
exceed 1 on MBS)

Unfavourable clinicall judgment of
therapistt

Favourable clini
clinical judgment of
therapist (Document motivation)

(Document motivation)
Position the patient in a stable, supported upright sitting
position with a goal of positioning the patient out of bed
Should prescribe frequent breathing exercises - the goal is
at least five maximum breaths every waking hour.
Should use the following hierarchy:
Deep breathing exercises (pursed lips breathing;
inspiratory hold) are the first choice of breathing
exercises
Second choice is to use a PEP mask or bottle
IS and IPPB is the least likely choice

Note: Active dorsiflexion while in bed is
unimportant

If PaO2:F1O2 < 300kPa /
SpO2 <94%persists

Initiate CPAP

Initiate an intensive mobilization protocol
that includes walking and stair climbing
Perform this protocol at least once daily
with the goal of three times per day.
Perform activities at dyspnoea intensity of
6 on the MBS.

Have patient sitting out of bed for a
minimum of one hour twice daily ;
Walk at least 5 m as the goal on the first
post operative day

Subsequent visits following clinical
evaluation of patient based on clinical
judgment of therapist

(Document motivation)

Figure 3 A consensus clinical algorithm for the management of patients following upper abdominal surgery. CPAP: Continuous positive
airway pressure; DBE: Deep breathing exercises; FET: Forced expiratory technique; FiO2: Fraction of inspired oxygen; IPPB: Intermittent positive
pressure breathing; IS: Incentive spirometry; MBS: Modified Borg Scale; PEP: Positive expiratory pressure.

moderate quality evidence to suggest that CPAP intervention will reduce the risk of PPC’s [37].
In Category D, two statements were reformulated into
a single statement; while one statement was reformulated into two separate statements. The importance of
the clinical judgment of the therapist in initiating mobilization is highlighted by the fact that the panel did not
rate the inclusion of specific criteria as essential to the
success of the algorithm. The two criteria that were
rated as very important-the assessment of motor block
in patients receiving epidural analgesia and the evaluation of pulmonary reserve-could guide this clinical decision. The panel rated the inclusion of active dorsiflexion
while in bed as unimportant.

Discussion
Through a Delphi process of consensus this international panel formulated four statements which could
form the interim basis for clinical practice in this population. Firstly, it is essential to position patients in a

stable, supported upright sitting position and to teach
them to huff/cough with wound support as soon as possible post operatively. Secondly the panel agreed that
prophylactic physiotherapy intervention following
abdominal surgery was essential. The choice of intervention could either be mobilization or breathing exercises,
but does not need to include both options. Thirdly, it is
essential that when breathing exercises are prescribed
they should be performed frequently. Finally, this Delphi
panel was in accord that CPAP was a useful adjunctive
strategy to reduce complications in selected patients
[37].
The importance of clinical expertise in the clinical
decision-making process has been reported [38,39].
However, ways in which this expertise can be defined
and incorporated into evidence-based practice still need
to be explored, specifically in grey areas of clinical practice. This report demonstrates that convening a Delphi
expert panel could be a pragmatic way in which to provide directive to clinicians when empiric evidence is
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lacking or equivocal. Similar uses of this methodology
have been reported in a range of medical fields to assist
in the development of evidence-based recommendations,
in the presence of limited or equivocal evidence [40,41].
We used a novel approach in the formulation of the
clinical management algorithm statements. Due to the
gaps in the evidence base we incorporated a rating system for the algorithm statements. We did not discard
statements which were not rated essential by the panel.
We argued that lack of evidence does not equate to lack
of benefit and therefore the management options should
still be available for use. This facilitated the development
of a hierarchical framework of available options for clinicians to consider when making a decision on the management of individual patients. In addition this report
also highlights the use of a Delphi methodology as a
robust way of reaching consensus on the formulation of
best practice recommendations. The anonymity of the
panellists throughout the process allowed all views to be
considered, and provided panellists the opportunity to
change their opinions based on the merit of the arguments presented. This process is in line with efforts by
the World Health Organization to improve the science
of guideline development [42].
We recognize that decisions made regarding the compilation of this Delphi panel could limit the external validity
of the algorithm [43]. However the decision to limit the
panel to researchers in this field was deliberate because it
was expected that these researcher clinicians would be
well informed on the clinical decision making factors pertaining to the management of patients following abdominal surgery [44]. We recognize that this decision
necessarily implies the potential of a vested discipline specific interest in the prophylactic use of physiotherapy
intervention. The inclusion of the trauma surgeon and the
international profile of the panelists should alleviate some
concerns. Secondly, the majority of reports published in
this field over the past 10 years have focused on secondary
synthesis of primary studies. This could explain the small
number of researchers who qualified for participation.
Finally, the sample was limited to researchers with a track
record in the specific subject area. New researchers in this
specific area of interest were therefore not included. These
decisions are in line with current recommendations for
Delphi panel composition [43,44].
The interpretation of current available evidence combined with the clinical expertise of this international
panel presented in this paper can now also form the basis
for primary research in this population. The potential for
type II errors in available research data for physiotherapy
interventions following upper abdominal surgery is highlighted in this report. A beta error results in an erroneous
conclusion that there are no differences between two
treatment groups when it does exist [45]. This erroneous
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conclusion of underpowered studies has been reported
across various disciplines [46-49]. Methodologists [50]
argue that it is more likely within medical science that
small but clinically meaningful difference exists between
treatment groups. To detect these differences would then
imply that large trials are required. Some methodologists
have argued that the results of underpowered studies can
be pooled in a meta-analysis and that all trial information
is therefore of value [50,51]. However, it has not been
possible to use meta-analysis tools to combine the results
of the many underpowered studies in this field, due to
heterogeneity in populations, interventions investigated
and outcomes measured [12].
Going forward, there is an urgent need for sufficiently
powered clinical trials which report on the effectiveness
of postoperative physiotherapy as a management option
[52,53]. To do this, rigorous clini-metric development of
outcomes such as post operative pulmonary complications and length of postoperative hospital stay needs to
be undertaken.

Conclusion
Due to the poor quality of the primary research, and the
danger of beta errors in this body of work, uncertainty
about the value of routine physiotherapy in the prevention of pulmonary complications following abdominal
surgery, remain. Through a process of consensus, the
international Delphi panel interpreted the equivocal evidence and, combined with the collective expert opinion,
formulated an algorithm. This algorithm now provides
clinicians with a hierarchical framework within which
optimal clinical management decisions can be made at
the bedside.
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